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Auction Number 2 – The wrap up.

Auction 2 saw a significant rise in activity from auction 1. Lots more page views and registrations  
and of course a lot  more bidding. No doubt this was partly due to more time, advertising, and  
promotion but also the overall quality of the auction was better and the start prices were generally  
lower which definitely encouraged bidding to start. 

We managed to get a reasonable improvement in the quality of the videos however these are still 
well  short  of what we are aiming for.  Expect  more work in this area for Auction 3 but it  will  
undoubtedly  take  a  few more  auctions  of  fine  tuning  before  we get  something like a  finished 
product.

Had our first complaint on a description unfortunately. An item we sold as a later blob top soda 
where we failed to explicitly state that it had a machine finished top (it was from the 1920s which  
we had mentioned) whereas the buyer was assuming it was a typical applied top. Good reminder to 
us  to  double  check  we  have  included  all  the  relevant  information  on  each  item.  It  is  a  time 
consuming task to really accurately describe each lot but we aim to be as precise as possible so 
please let us know if you have any concerns or questions. We know what we want to see described, 
but perhaps we are missing something that you would like to see?

There were plenty of highlights throughout the auction but here are the most obviously notable (all 
prices  quoted  include  11%  buyer  premium/GST):  Lot  26,  Summons  large  upright  corker,  a 
reasonably scarce bottle but this particular one was a superb colour, reached $1388; The Jacobson 
Internal  Thread from Footscray eventually settled at  $1166, a  handful  of  these have shown up 
recently but I would bet that they disappear into collections again fairly readily; A superb example 
of a McDougall Bros., Windsor (Melbourne – Lot 54) torpedo made $1665 and I would say was a 
good buy at the price; The Trent Brewery Barrel (Lot 60) went quite quickly to $5550 but then 
stayed  there  until  the  end  of  the  auction,  another  good  purchase;  The  highly  unusual  South 
Australian Brewing Co., Internal Thread beer (Lot 70) went very well to reach $2609; Lot 94 the 
Yoxall Bros., Melbourne ginger beer is a definite rarity and was considered a beauty by two bidders 
who really went after it up to its eventual close of $1365; Another superb example of a rare item 
was Lot 210 the Blackett's Williamstown pot lid and given its great condition the closing price of  
$3386 was not surprising; The pictorial Philantrop gin is a classic and this was a bit of a battle  
before finishing at $2054; and finally the stunning cobalt blue grape flask, notably the variety with 
registration diamond on the base, achieved the significant sum of $4440.
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Auction  number  3:  Our  next  auction  is  rapidly  coming  together  with  a  couple  of  large 
consignments. Auction 3 will run from January 22nd – February 5th. If you are interested in putting 
items in this sale, closing date for consignments is November 30th.

See below for a small sample of items coming up in Auction 2.
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Auction 2 Results:
NS = Not Sold (value after this is where item was bid to). $0 = No bids on item.

Values in blue were items sold after auction.
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No. Hammer No. Hammer No. Hammer No. Hammer No. Hammer
1 $412.00 54 $1,500.00 107 NS - $0 160 $215.00 213 NS - $130
2 $50.00 55 NS - $144 108 $75.00 161 $80.00 214 $175.00
3 $56.00 56 $50.00 109 $375.00 162 NS - $140 215 $200.00
4 $55.00 57 NS - $100 110 $80.00 163 NS - $0 216 $115.00
5 NS - $50 58 $100.00 111 $120.00 164 NS - $0 217 $200.00
6 NS - $0 59 $210.00 112 $100.00 165 NS - $0 218 $75.00
7 $525.00 60 $5,000.00 113 NS - $0 166 $10.00 219 $100.00
8 $45.00 61 $100.00 114 NS - $0 167 $120.00 220 $50.00
9 $50.00 62 $230.00 115 $850.00 168 NS - $0 221 $50.00
10 NS - $85 63 NS - $65 116 NS - $0 169 $35.00 222 NS - $0
11 $50.00 64 $50.00 117 NS - $210 170 $65.00 223 NS - $0
12 NS - $200 65 $65.00 118 $110.00 171 NS - $65 224 $1,300.00
13 $45.00 66 $80.00 119 $240.00 172 $10.00 225 $300.00
14 NS - $520 67 $495.00 120 $70.00 173 $710.00 226 NS - $65
15 $390.00 68 $290.00 121 $150.00 174 NS - $0 227 NS - $0
16 $75.00 69 $175.00 122 $45.00 175 $220.00 228 NS - $0
17 $55.00 70 $2,350.00 123 $40.00 176 $430.00 229 $15.00
18 $265.00 71 NS - $0 124 $35.00 177 $130.00 230 $1,850.00
19 $85.00 72 NS - $500 125 $20.00 178 NS - $0 231 $30.00
20 $310.00 73 NS - $333 126 NS - $0 179 $100.00 232 NS - $0
21 $160.00 74 $520.00 127 $50.00 180 NS - $0 233 NS - $0
22 $90.00 75 $55.00 128 NS - $0 181 $115.00 234 $30.00
23 $35.00 76 $90.00 129 NS - $25 182 $55.00 235 $120.00
24 NS - $0 77 $42.00 130 NS - $0 183 $35.00 236 $50.00
25 NS - $100 78 $40.00 131 NS - $10 184 $50.00 237 $90.00
26 $1,250.00 79 $250.00 132 NS - $0 185 $45.00 238 $670.00
27 NS - $100 80 $160.00 133 $99.00 186 $140.00 239 $4,000.00
28 $800.00 81 $25.00 134 $270.00 187 NS - $0 240 $50.00
29 NS - $100 82 NS - $0 135 $20.00 188 NS - $0 241 $50.00
30 NS - $0 83 NS - $95 136 NS - $160 189 $127.00 242 NS - $2450
31 $10.00 84 NS - $0 137 NS - $600 190 $50.00 243 $75.00
32 $10.00 85 $650.00 138 $10.00 191 $75.00 244 $695.00
33 $40.00 86 $200.00 139 $30.00 192 $30.00 245 NS - $25
34 $10.00 87 $50.00 140 NS - $0 193 NS - $160 246 $575.00
35 $20.00 88 $55.00 141 $40.00 194 $340.00 247 $110.00
36 $30.00 89 NS - $0 142 $55.00 195 $50.00 248 $160.00
37 $90.00 90 $20.00 143 NS - $0 196 $210.00 249 $330.00
38 NS - $0 91 $260.00 144 $60.00 197 $485.00 250 $360.00
39 $1,050.00 92 NS - $0 145 $60.00 198 $820.00 251 $410.00
40 NS - $0 93 $500.00 146 $60.00 199 $210.00 252 $20.00
41 $60.00 94 $1,230.00 147 $20.00 200 $170.00
42 $50.00 95 $150.00 148 $20.00 201 NS - $0
43 $25.00 96 $110.00 149 $80.00 202 NS - $0
44 $50.00 97 $250.00 150 $540.00 203 $200.00
45 $400.00 98 $90.00 151 NS - $0 204 NS - $0
46 $35.00 99 NS - $230 152 $210.00 205 NS - $0
47 $40.00 100 $57.00 153 NS - $235 206 NS - $0
48 NS - $140 101 NS - $50 154 $210.00 207 $45.00
49 $160.00 102 $15.00 155 $210.00 208 $420.00
50 $50.00 103 $155.00 156 NS - $0 209 NS - $1250
51 NS - $170 104 $50.00 157 NS - $0 210 $3,050.00
52 NS - $50 105 $25.00 158 $50.00 211 $600.00
53 NS - $0 106 NS - $50 159 NS - $0 212 $920.00
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